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Otology/Neurotology a Computerized Closed-Response Speech test in the ENt Clinic
Stephane Tringali, MD, PhD (presenter); Christian Dubreuil; Annie Moulin, MD, PhD Objective: 1) To assess the feasibility of a computer-based closed-response speech test (CRST) in the ENT clinic. 2) To compare a closed response speech test to standard speech audiometry.
Method: Thirty patients underwent otoscopy, tympanometry, pure-tone audiometry, speech audiometry and a closedresponse speech test (CRST). For the CRST, patients were asked to choose, on a tactile computer screen, the words that were presented to their ear, amongst a choice of 4 words. Fifteen sets of 4 words were used.
Results:
The CRST was well accepted by all patients, whatever their computer literacy, but took significantly longer (10 to 15 minutes per ear) than speech audiometry did. Pure transmission hearing losses showed a translation of the performance intensity function toward greater intensities, without change in slope, as in standard speech audiometry. Correlations between auditory thresholds and speech recognition thresholds were greater for the CRST (r = 0.70, P < .01) than for speech audiometry (r = 0.46, P < .05). Several cases of patients showing very similar speech audiometry performance intensity functions, but different CRST scores were identified.
Conclusion: Although the closed-set computerized test took substantially longer than speech audiometry, it was well accepted by patients. It was more sensitive to minor alterations of hearing than speech audiometry and shows promise as a longitudinal assessment tool of speech perception. Method: MRI scans from 97 patients with VS from 2003 to 2011 were analyzed. Linear measurements of major axes defining an ellipsoid within the cistern and a cone within the internal meatus were made. From those dimensions, geometrically based conformational models of tumor volume were evaluated.
Otology/Neurotology
Results: Model estimates of tumor volume were compared to measurements made using software utility in Brainlab. Seventy-two MRI scans were used for model optimization and 25 scans to validate model predictions and performance. Optimal model selection was determined based on the best trade-off between time required to obtain measurements and the model's ability to capture volumetric variance. Analyses showed the optimal tumor model as one where the cisternal component was modeled as an ellipsoid and the canalicular portion was modeled as a cylinder (r = 0.96, P < .001). This model was robust for a broad range of tumor sizes.
Conclusion: Expected outcomes following treatment of vestibular schwannomas are dependent on tumor size, which has been variably described throughout the literature both by tumor volume and linear dimension of canalicular and cisternal components. Our model can be used to invert volumetric data to linear indices of volume. This tool will enable metaanalysis of disparate data sets.
Otology/Neurotology a Review of Platinum-induced Ototoxicity Criteria
Emilia Peleva (presenter); Sofia Waissbluth, MD; Sam Daniel, MD, FRCSC Objective: 1) Evaluate the commonly used ototoxicity criteria. 2) Develop a method for establishing comparisons among studies using different criteria. 3) Use this comparison method to evaluate the effect of treatment and assessment factors (ie,
